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DEBT SOLUTIONS, a
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5

Civil Action No.

®

Nevada Non-Profit,

Defendants.

COMPLAINT
Representative Plaintiff, Lori King (" Plaintiff' or "Ms. King" ), hereby files
this Complaint for damages as well as equitable and injunctive relief. She further
demands a jury trial pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
I.

I NT ROD U C T I O N
1.

Th i s class action lawsuit arises out of an industry — credit counseling

— that was created by the nation's leading creditors to use third party, ostensibly
non-profit organizations, to facilitate their collections while concurrently
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attempting to fraudulently shield the creditors from any direct liability for wrongs
committed against consumers. In particular, this lawsuit seeks to recover monies
wrongfully obtained from two distinct but overlapping classes and one sub-class:
CLASS 1: (referred to as the "Capital One Class" ) consists of
all consumers who were indebted to defendant CAPITAL ONE

g
r
o
(collectively "Capital One" ), and who contracted for debt t.
b
e
management plan services from defendant INCHARGE
DEBT
D
f
tOcounseling service
SOLUTIONS (and all other consumer
credit
u
tO
agencies that merged with e
and transferred such consumers'
GDEBT SOLUTIONS (collectively
t
accounts to INCHARGE
a
e
l
"InCharge"));
and;
c
i
t
rCLASS 2: (referred to as the "InCharge Class" ) consists of all
A
m consumers who entered into a debt management plan with
o
r
F
BANK, (USA), N.A., and/or its predecessors or successors

defendant InCharge.

SUB-CLASS 1: All Georgia residents from whom InCharge
accepted charges, fees, contributions or a combination thereof
and for whom InCharge failed to disburse to creditors all
payments within 30 days of receipt of such funds.
2.

A imi n g itself directly at the sub-prime market of Americans drowning

in credit card debt, defendant InCharge advertised and promoted itself as a non
profit tax-exempt credit counseling organization whose main organizational
purpose was to act on behalf of consumers and in their interests. As will be
shown, however, InCharge was in fact not operating on behalf of the consumers to
whom it was advertising, but was operating as a partner, joint venturer and/or
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agent of the very creditors that the consumers were struggling to get out from
under, including Defendant Capital One.
3.

The p r incipal service InCharge claimed to offer consumers was the

formation and maintenance of a debt management plan ("DMP") for which it
charged a fee for its service. InCharge uniformly claimed in its promotional

g
r
o
. such
consumer's behalf with the consumer's credit card lenders, including entities
t
b
ebenefits to
as Capital One, to whom consumers owed money. The ostensible
D
f
tO of late and over-the
consumers advertised by InCharge included the elimination
u
tOThese services were offered with
limit fees, and the re-aging of credit accounts.
e
G credit records, credit histories and/or
t
the express purpose of improving
consumers'
a
e
l
credit ratings by i
retroactively
eliminating black marks on the consumers' credit
c
t
r InCharge represented that its services and advice could improve a
report. Further,
A
m
o
consumers' credit rating, credit record, and credit history. InCharge's provision of
r
F
materials on the Internet and other media that it would "negotiate" on the

such services brings it within the coverage of the Credit Repair Organizations Act

("CROA") 15 U.S.C. $ 1679 et seq.
4.

To c o mply with Capital One-dictated policies, (and to attempt to

evade regulation by the CROA, FDCPA and other state laws), InCharge organized
itself as a purported non-profit tax-exempt organization. InCharge then used its
ostensible non-profit, tax-exempt status in its massive advertising and promotional
campaigns, telling consumers that it needed consumers' voluntary contributions
(fees) which InCharge expressly (and falsely) claimed would merely cover the cost
of setting up and operating the consumers' DMPs.
S.

Ca p i tal One knew at all pertinent times about these uniformly false

representations and others being made to consumers by InCharge; more
specifically, Capital One knew all along that there were no "negotiations" between
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it and InCharge and that in fact the "benefits" that InCharge was offering to
consumers were pre-set by lenders such as Capital One and dictated to InCharge in
the form of periodic benefits sheets which could be unilaterally changed — and
which were unilaterally changed — by Capital One periodically and then imposed
upon InCharge. Capital One also knew from its reviews and audits of InCharge's

g
r
o
.being
credit counseling entities were not operating in a manner consistent with
t
b
e also received
non-profit organizations. Upon information and belief, its personnel
D
f
tandOits business practices.
calls from its card holders complaining of InCharge
u
tO
6.
I n p o int of fact, InCharge
did
not have any control over any of the
e
G
"benefits" it was advertisinga
to t
consumers. Rather, (1) the reduction of interest
lofeaccounts, and (3) the waiver of fees, were all exclusively
rates, (2) the reaging
c
i
t
r
under the
control of Capital One and other creditors. In addition to entirely
A
m
o
controlling the only "product" that InCharge had to sell to consumers, it is alleged
r
F
policies that InCharge, and indeed substantially all of the larger Internet-based

on information and belief that Capital One further exercised control over InCharge
by reserving the right to periodically audit or otherwise review the policies and
operations of InCharge. Additionally, Capital One exercised control over the
policies of InCharge through conditioning its tens of millions of dollars in direct
financial support on InCharge's compliance with Capital One's directives.
7.

Ca p i tal One knowingly continued to do business with InCharge

notwithstanding its knowledge of the wrongful conduct being perpetrated on
consumers precisely because the misrepresentations InCharge was practicing on
consumers directly benefited Capital One.
8.

Th ebenefits to Capital One from having InCharge act as its agent and

intermediary (as opposed to offering and controlling its own DMP program) were
several and included: (1) improved collection rates from having a friendly "non
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profit" (as opposed to a hostile collection agency or bank) induce consumers into
continuing to make payments even where it was not in their best interest to do so;
(2) lessening Capital One's collection costs by inducing consumers to pay fees to
support the supposedly non-profit InCharge (that the consumer wrongfully
believed was working on its behalf when it was in fact Capital One's agent); (4) its

g
r
o
. at all,
InCharge and other credit counseling agencies that are in fact not donations
t
b
but which, on information and belief, are booked by Capital D
Onee
as ordinary fee
f
tO
for-service business expenses and treated that way
by
Capital One on its tax
u
O
t to existing regulations such the
returns; (5) cloaking Capital One from e
exposure
G One a "straw-man" layer of protection
t
FDCPA and CROA by providing
Capital
a
e
l
between it and the
consumer it is collecting from; (6) having credit counseling
c
i
t
r
agencies
handle DMPs for all creditor banks that allowed Capital One to avoid
A
m
o
bankruptcy discharges or having to compete (in terms of benefits offered to
r
F
(wrongful) claims of Community Reinvestment Act credits for its "donations" to

consumers) with its competitor banks for the consumers' limited pool of funds

available for debt repayment by assuring a pro-rata payout by InCharge to all of
the consumer's debtors; and (7) deniability.
9.

I n f a ct, InCharge is and was nothing more than a debt collector that

partnered with Capital One to collect its accounts under the guise of a good
Samaritan rescuing consumers drowning in debt. InCharge operated in a manner
inconsistent with its non-profit and tax-exempt statuses, distributing monthly
payments it collected to, and for the private benefit of Capital One, while keeping
a share for itself — which was effectively a quid pro quo payment by Capital One
for the debt collection services of InCharge. The nature of this quid pro quo
payment was disguised to consumers who were only informed that creditor banks
might also make charitable "contributions" to InCharge. Plaintiff further alleges
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that InCharge booked its payments to InCharge as ordinary business expenses and
not as charitable contributions. In short, if a consumer paid $100 to InCharge to
be paid on a Capital One account, InCharge would pay Capital One an agreed
upon percentage and be allowed by Capital One to keep the remaining percentage,
as a fee from Capital One. This back-end payment to the credit counseling agency

g
r
o
. One
is hidden from consumers. It is alleged on information and belief that t
Capital
b
e
paid InCharge tens of millions of dollars in "fair share."
D
f
tO
10. I n addition, the "voluntary contributions"
or fees InCharge requested
u
O
from consumers far exceeded the costse
of t
the services it rendered. It kept these
G
t or lowering DMP prices to help its financially
fees instead of returning thea
money,
leis contrary to its non-profit status. At all relevant times,
distressed clients.
This
c
i
t
r
Capital A
One knew or should have known that InCharge's operations were not
m
o
consistent with its nonprofit and tax-exempt statuses. InCharge frequently charges
r
F
("CCA") by creditors is called "fair share" in industry parlance and its true nature

the maximum for its services allowed by the law of the state where the consumer
resides; this is contrary to its claim of non-profit status.
11. B e cause InCharge was, in reality, a partner with Capital One, and

only took an interest in selling DMPs to make money for itself and Capital One, it
did not actually "negotiate" at all with Capital One, but instead delivered and
administered Capital One's prepackaged debt relief terms. In short, the life-ropes
InCharge was throwing to consumers drowning in debt were actually anchors
weighted with high costs, and their utility was diminished by lengthy delays and
poor service that often plunged consumers into deeper financial distress through
creditor-imposed late charges and additional interest.
12. U l t i mately, consumers were deceived and cheated by InCharge, and
Capital One was a direct or at least an indirect cause of, and one of the biggest
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beneficiaries of the fraud. It received hundreds of millions of dollars from
consumers who were unaware of InCharge's partnerships, joint ventures and/or
conflicts of interest with, and dual agencies for, Capital One. Consumers were
oblivious to the fact that these ostensibly non-profit, tax-exempt credit counseling
agencies that were purportedly there to help them out of their financial difficulties

g
r
o
. abuse.
machines targeting the most vulnerable of American consumers for further
t
b
e with
13. B e cause of Capital One's partnership and joint D
venturing
f
tOincluding Plaintiff, under
InCharge, it is jointly and severally liable to consumers,
u
O directly or indirectly, in acts,
tengaged
15 U.S.C. $ 1679(a)(4) as a "person" that
e
t Gthat resulted in the commission of fraud or an
practices and/or a course ofa
business
leand/or deception on consumers in connection with the
attempt to commit
fraud
c
i
t
r
offer or A
sale of the services of a credit repair organization.
mJVRI S D I C T I ON AND VENUE
o
II.
r
F
did not operate as true non-proflit tax-exempt entities, but were money making

14. T h e Court has jurisdiction over this action under 28 U.S.C. $ 1331, as

this action arises under laws of the United States, in particular, the Credit Repair
Organizations Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1679 et seq., and the Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. $ 1692 et seq. This Court may exercise pendent
jurisdiction over the state law claims made herein pursuant to 28 U.S.C. Section
1367.
15. V e nue is proper in the Western District of Virginia. Capital One is a
national bank organized under the National Bank Act, and is headquartered in
Virginia. Capital One Bank (USA), N.A. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Capital
One Financial Corporation, a publicly traded company. Capital One Bank (USA),
N.A. was formerly chartered as Capital One Bank, a Virginia general purpose
bank, but on March 1, 2008, converted its charter to that of a national banking
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association organized under the National Bank Act. Capital One's principal place
of business is in Virginia and it does business in the Western District of Virginia.
Capital One has at least one office in Albemarle County, Virginia. Defendant
InCharge is licensed to do business in Virginia and transacts business in this
district.

g
r
o
.
the
16. "Credit counseling" as an industry began in the 1960s with
t
b
e Foundation for
formation by some of the nation's leading creditors of the National
D
f
tO
Credit Counseling ("NFCC").
u
tO of the CCAs by banks and credit
17. T h e chief tool placed at the
disposal
e
G
t
card companies, including Capital
One, for avoiding consumer bankruptcy is a
a
e
lmanagement
vehicle called a i
"debt
plan" ("DMP"). The basics of DMPs have not
c
t
r since the 1960s.
really changed
A
m 18. G e nerally speaking, after a debt-troubled consumer makes contact
o
r
F
III.

BA C K GROUND ON THE CREDIT COUNSELING INDUSTRY

with a CCA (often, after being directly transferred, or otherwise referred to the

CCA by a creditor such as Capital One) and is directed toward proceeding with a
DMP, the CCA contacts the consumers' creditors, such as Capital One, and
submits a DMP proposal based upon criteria previously-provided by the creditors.
19. T h e DMP proposal offers creditors a stream of monthly payments
from the consumer based on pre-existing guidelines imposed on the CCA by
Capital One and other creditors. The creditors' guidelines establish the conditions
under which they will extend standard DMP benefits to consumers. InCharge's
salespersons (" counselors" ) strive to qualify consumers, including Plaintiff, under
thesepre-setcriteria.
20.

S t andard DMP benefits include, among other things, that a

consumer's credit account will be "re-aged." Defendant InCharge explains this to
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consumers as follows: "InCharge works with your creditors to reduce interest
rates, re-age accounts, and eliminate late- and over-limit fees."
(http: //www.incharge.org/faqs/DMP-be fore-joining/what-is-incharge-DMP)
(emphasis added). Visited October 12, 2011. A copy of this page of InCharge's
website is attached hereto asExhibit "A" and incorporated herein by this

g
r
o
t.

reference. Reaging of accounts retrospectively improves the consumer's credit

b
e
21. V p o n acceptance of the proposal by all or some
of a consumer' s
D
f
O payment directly to
tmonthly
creditors, the consumer then typically makes a single
u
tO monthly payment into a trust
their CCA. The CCA then deposits thee
consumer's
G payments to each of the consumer' s
t
account from which it forwards
monthly
a
e
l
creditors in an amount
determined by the terms of the consumer's DMP (as
c
i
t
r
dictatedA
by the creditors).
m22. W h en this system initially was set up by banks and credit card
o
r
F
rating and credit history.

companies in the 1960s, the consumer was either charged nothing or a nominal fee
by CCAs for DMP services.
23.

C r e ditors like Capital One were willing to share debt collection

proceeds of CCAs like InCharge — referred to as in the industry as "fair share"
because it is much less than the 25%-33% that is the standard payment to their
ordinary collection agencies. More to the point, paying a percentage of the
consumer's debt to CCAs was to a creditors' advantage any time that a consumer
was able to avoid (or even delayed) filing bankruptcy, which of course would,
until recently, have resulted in the entire discharge of the consumer's debt to the
creditor.
24.

A l t h ough Capital One masquerades its "fair share" payments to CCAs

as "contributions" or "donations," on information and belief, Plaintiff alleges that
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Defendant Capital One treats "fair share" as an ordinary business expense on its
tax returns.

25. I n

the mid-1990s, two things happened that forever changed the credit

counseling "industry." The first was exponentially growing consumer debt
resulting from lax credit policies — spurred on by the change in banks' focus on

g
r
o
. in
including pushing credit cards on millions of unemployed college students
t
b
e could get a
exchange for a tote-bag or other "free" gift. This relaxation D
of who
f
tO
credit card, of course led to a corresponding dramatic
increase in the number of
u
O
t counseling clients. The second
consumers facing debt crises — potential
credit
e
Gof the Internet in the late 1990s. "E
t
development was the concurrent
rise
a
e
l
commerce" facilitated
mass communications and hence opened up a whole new
c
i
t
r
market A
for potential high volume sales of DMPs to these desperate persons
m
o
without the costly time-commitment of in person "counseling."
r
F
collection of fees rather than earnings from deposits as sources of revenue

26.

C o n sequently, a new breed of credit counseling agency ("CCA")

began to emerge, with the capacity to serve the growing number of potential
clients. These new breed CCAs sought to build high-volume Internet-based
businesses, and acquired their clients through heavily-funded national advertising
campaigns, purchasing leads generated by others, and/or the acquisition of
existing agencies. Through these practices, new entrants to the "credit counseling"
market were able to service hundreds of thousands of clients at a time. The ability
to reach and serve a national market shifted the industry from small, local, face-to
face, community-based organizations to nationwide, mass-marketed "boiler-room"
sales operations. InCharge was among these new breed CCAs, which saturated
the airwaves and the Internet with advertisements.

27. I n 2 006, the IRS identified credit counseling as one of its "Dirty

10
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Dozen" tax seams.
28. O n i nformation and belief, InCharge, at least at one point in time,
purchased leads to be used to facilitate growth in its DMP/"credit counseling"
business.
29.

F o r banks and credit card companies, these new breed
CCAs proved

g
r
o
.since the
consumers and, most importantly, kept consumers away from bankruptcy
t
b
CCAs only made money through selling DMPs. Thus, even D
if a e
consumer's best
f
tO this option was not
interest would have objectively been served by bankruptcy,
u
tO
fully explored or explained to consumers
by
the new breed CCAs like InCharge.
e
G
t that these large agencies offered, along with the
Moreover, the economies ofa
scale
le
high fees they charged
to consumers allowed banks like Capital One to reduce the
c
i
t
r
percentage
of fair share they had traditionally paid to brick and mortar credit
A
m
o
counseling agencies. Indeed, fair share rates plummeted from approximately 15
r
F
useful because they more efficiently collected the creditors' debts from troubled

percent in 1996 to approximately 4 percent in 2005. Consumers were thus paying
the freight for the bank's collection efforts against them.
30.

M a n y of the new breed
CCAs have been operated by criminals. By

way of example only, Eriks Pukke, who operated Debticated Credit Counseling,
Inc. pleaded guilty to mail fraud and conspiracy to commit mail fraud arising out
of the operation of his "credit counseling" business and is currently serving a 5
year sentence in a federal prison. His brother, Andris Pukke, who organized and
was the owner of DebtWorks, Inc., which serviced Debticated Credit Counseling,
Inc., Ameridebt, Inc. and other supposedly non-profit CCAs is also a (twice)
convicted felon currently serving a sentence in a federal prison. Richard Puccio,
who was one of the two principals in the organization run under the Cambridge
Credit Counseling Corp. umbrella had, prior to his entry into the credit counseling

11
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arena, suffered a lifetime suspension from the S.E.C. for engaging in boiler-room
fraudulent sales of securities.
31. I n M arch 1997, the NFCC (National Foundation for Credit
Counseling) a credit counseling trade association, purported to resolve concerns of
the Federal Trade Commission that NFCC members were engaging in deceptive

g
r
o
t.

acts and practices by, inter alia, failing to disclose to consumers that NFCC

b
e
32. T h e FTC, which is the Federal agency charged
with enforcing the
D
f
tOto decide whether a DMP
CROA, has stated that consumers need this information
u
torObankruptcy, is best for them.
or some other alternative, such as self-help
e
Gthe concerns of the Federal Trade
t
33. I n p urporting to
resolve
a
e
l
Commission, theiNFCC
agreed that all of its members would disclose to all
c
t
r
A
consumers
that they receive the bulk of their funding from creditors.
m34. N o t w ithstanding the wide-spread but half-hearted adoption of the
o
r
F
members CCAs receive the bulk of their funding from creditors.

NFCC-negotiated warning language, both houses of Congress and the Internal

Revenue Service undertook to investigate the credit counseling industry between
2004 and 2006. Senate hearings resulted in the publication of "Profiteering in a
Non-Profit Industry: Abusive Practices in Credit Counseling" while the IRS
launched dozens of audits resulting for most if not all of the "new breed"
competitors in the industry in either revocation of its 501(c)(3) status, or a closing
agreement requiring business practice changes.
35.

C o n gress passed special rules for credit counseling organizations

relating to maintenance of their 501(c)(3) status as part of the Pension Protection
Act of 2006. Among other restrictions targeted at the business practices of In

Charge and the other "new breed" CCAs, these forbade 501(c)(3) CCAs from
soliciting contributions from consumers during the initial counseling process, or

12
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while the consumer is receiving services from organization; and restricted the
amount of revenue they could receive from the customers' creditors attributable to
DMP services.
IV.

PA R TIES
A.

TH E R E P R ESENTATIVE PLAINTIFF
1.

Lori Kin
~

g
r
o
t.

b
e
36. M s . King contacted InCharge in or about October
of 2007. At the
D
f
tOresided in Columbus,
time Ms. King became an InCharge customer, Ms.
King
u
tO Ms. King called InCharge after
Georgia. She continues to be a Georgiae
resident.
G on-line through InCharge's website.
t
looking up InCharge's contact
information
a
e
l
When Ms. King i
called
InCharge she spoke to a customer service agent who
c
t
r
extolledA
the virtues of entering into a DMP. The InCharge agent took down the
m
o
names andaccount numbers of Ms. King's credit card accounts over the phone.
r
F
a.

Lori K i n ' s Accounts

InCharge then had Ms. King confirm her credit card list and monthly payment

amounts by fax. Shortly after agreeing to work with InCharge, Ms. King received
a welcome packet via the U.S. mail.
37.

C a p ital One card account ¹ XXXX XXXX XXXX 7517 and Capital

One card account ¹ XXXX XXXX XXXX 2208 were two of the accounts placed
into Ms. King's debt management plan by InCharge.
38.

P r i or to performing services for her, InCharge collected what was

denominated a contribution, but which was in fact an account setup fee, equal to
$49. This was the maximum setup fee allowed by the law of Georgia. Thereafter,
InCharge collected a $49 monthly fee. These monies were charged or received by
InCharge prior to the services being provided and as such were collected in
violation of the CROA. These payments violated the ban on contribution

13
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solicitation contained in the newly-passed special rules for credit counseling
agencies in section 501(q) of the Internal Revenue Code and thus preclude any
finding that InCharge is a tax-exempt entity notwithstanding whether the I.R.S.
recognizes InCharge as a tax-exempt entity.
39.

P l a intiff King continues to pay InCharge for its DMP service.

g
r
o
.
A violation of the CROA occurred each month until the present since InCharge
t
b
eits service to Ms.
took money from Ms. King each month before it fully performed
D
f
tO
King in violation of 15 U.S.C. $ 1679b(b).
u
tOfrom InCharge.
40. M s K i ng received no counseling
e
Gto Ms. King that her DMP would be paid in full
t
41. I n C harge represented
a
e
l
in 2 Y2 years. Plaintiff
made payments to InCharge for at least 3 /2 years and she
c
i
t
r
still owes
money to her creditors.
A
m
o
b.
Th e C l ass Re resentative's Common Ex eriences
r
F
Defendant Capital One received monthly payments from Plaintiff King until 2011.

With Pro osed Class

42.

I n C harge heavily advertised, touting its status as a purported Non

Profit. InCharge told customers and prospective customers that it would
"negotiate" on their behalf with creditors, such as Capital One.
43.

I n C harge promised Ms. King and all of its other clients who had

DMP accounts with InCharge, that participation in InCharge's debt management
plan would "improve her credit" because many of her creditors would "re-age" her
accounts, i.e., that the creditors would retrospectively reach back and eliminate
references to late payments or past due accounts. In this way, InCharge touted the
ability of its DMPs to improve credit. Attached as Exhibit "B", is an archived
copy of InCharge's website as of December 4, 2008 where InCharge stated that
"[a] credit counseling service can improve many aspects of your life. It can help

14
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you get out of debt faster and im rove our credit." (Emphasis added). Attached
as Exhibit "C", is a copy of InCharge's website as of October 12, 2011 where
InCharge states that "once you start a DMP and begin making consistent, timely
payments, our credit score also im roves."(Emphasis added). In short,
InCharge advertised that a material benefit of its service was an improvement in

g
r
o
.
of accounts was more than an incidental service to improve consumer credit
t
b
eoffered to
records and credit history, it was one of the primary benefitsD
being
f
O
consumers in order to sign them up to a DMP. ut
tOKing, or any of its other clients, with
44. I n C harge failed to provide
Ms.
e
G with CROA.
t
debt management plan contracts
compliant
a
e
l
45. I n Ciharge
failed to provide its customers with mandatory pre-contract
c
t
rrequired by the Act.
disclosures
A
m46. I n C harge failed to provide consumers a cooling off period as required
o
r
F
the consumer's credit history, credit record and credit rating. Indeed, the reaging

by the CROA, or otherwise comply with the mandatory provisions of the Act
including the prohibition against taking advanced fees.
47.

I m p ortantly, InCharge consistently misrepresented in its advertising

and in its materials directed to Ms. King and to all of its other clients, that it was a
non-profit and tax-exempt organization. In light of its violations of the special
rules governing credit counseling agencies, and the way it did business prior to
and subsequent to those rules coming into effect, those representations were false.
c.

In Cha r e 's Fraudulent Conduct Tolled the Statutes
of Limitations As To All Defendants

48.

A l l d efendants are "equitably estopped" from relying upon the statute

of limitations or, alternatively, the doctrine of equitable tolling should apply to bar
the defendants from relying on any statute of limitations for the following reasons.

15
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49.

T h e non-profit tax exempt claims made by InCharge were material

and were false and neither the Plaintiff, nor any of the members of the classes, had
any way of knowing that InCharge was really a commercial enterprise merely (and
falsely) holding itself out as a tax-exempt non-profit organization in order to avoid
CROA's regulatory coverage, to better enable itself to attract and sign up clients,

g
r
o
. One
Similarly, consumers were unaware that In Charge was the agent of Capital
t
b
e
and that Capital One was providing tens of millions in financial
support on a quid
D
f
O
pro quo basis to InCharge in direct proportion tou
thetamount that InCharge was
O
collecting on Capital One's behalf frome
thetconsumer.
t Gtimes it was administering DMPs, InCharge
50. F u r ther, at alla
relevant
e
misrepresented to
Ms.l King and to all of its other clients, that it "negotiated" with
c
i
t
r
Capital One,
and that in so doing, had only her interests and that of the members
A
m
o
of the classes in mind. Capital One and InCharge both knew that such
r
F
and to help conceal its commercial relationships with entities such as Capital One.

representations were false and endemic throughout the credit counseling industry.
Despite this fact, Capital One made no attempt to have the CCAs with which it
dealt change this practice since the practice benefited Capital One.
51.

T h i s specific representation (that InCharge "negotiated" with

creditors) was false because the CCAs merely applied predetermined discounts
established by Capital One to consumers' accounts with Capital One. There was
no "negotiation." The members of the classes had no way to know that they were
being lied to in this respect.
52. I n

addition, such representations about how InCharge was going to

"negotiate" on the consumer's behalf against Capital One indicated falsely that an
arms-length relationship existed between InCharge and Capital One. This
concealed the true nature of the relationship, conduct and course of business that

16
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constitutes the basis for Capital One's liability as a "person" under the CROA and
there is thus no way that consumers like Plaintiff could have known about the
wrongs that had been done to them.
53.

M s . King and the class she seeks to represent were unaware until

shortly before the time of their filing of the Complaint in this action of the nature

g
r
o
. back
the undisclosed fact that Capital One was paying monies called "fair share"
t
b
e by
to InCharge in direct proportion to the amount that was being
collected
D
f
tOwere told was that their
InCharge on Capital One's behalf. Rather, all consumers
u
tO They were also unaware of the
creditors might make "contributions" toe
InCharge.
t GOne exercised over InCharge, and of the
other mechanisms of controla
Capital
leto InCharge as a consequence of the assistance it delivered
benefits that redounded
c
i
t
r
to Capital
One in connection with collecting of Capital One's card holder
A
m
o
accounts. Had this information not been concealed by InCharge and Capital One,
r
F
of Capital One's "partnering" relationship with InCharge alleged herein, including

consumers like Plaintiff might have been able to discern that in fact InCharge was

a collection agent rather than a true charitable organization working, as it claimed,
on the consumer's behalf.
54. A t

all relevant times Plaintiff was further unaware that Capital One

used CCAs, including InCharge, as its partners and/or joint venturers, and/or alter
egos, and/or agents, and/or aiders and abettors, and/or co-conspirators with Capital
One in the improper acts, plans, schemes, and transactions that InCharge
committed, and which are the subject of this Complaint.
55.

T h ere was further a fiduciary relationship that existed between

InCharge and the members of the classes so that the members of the class placed
their trust in InCharge since it: (1) represented that it would provide financial
counseling; (2) held Class Members' money in trust for payment to creditors; (3)

17
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had access to private financial information; (4) and represented (albeit falsely) that
it would negotiate on behalf of the members of the classes. The existence of this
fiduciary relationship also supports equitable tolling and equitable estoppel in the
statute of limitations context.

56.

M s . King and the classes she seeks to represent were at all times

g
r
o
. do
that received substantial levels of direct financial support from banks simply
t
b
e benefit to
not serve a charitable purpose, and that rather, they extendedD
private
f
tO
creditors such as Capital One.
u
tO
57. I n one ruling, the IRS released
information that it had denied
e
G
t organization, citing in part, the following:
501(c)(3) status to a credit counseling
a
le of the information you submitted shows that
c
"Ourianalysis
t
r
while
you are organized for charitable purposes you do not
A
satisfy the operational requirements to be recognized as
m exempt under section 501(c)(3)...
o
r
F
Your operation will also serve to further the private financial
unaware that the IRS had found on many occasions that credit counseling agencies

interests of the credit card companies, and other creditors.

In addition to operating for a substantial non-exempt
commercial purpose, you would be providing substantial
private financial benefit to the credit card companies and
other creditors by operating as their collection agency. The
fair share paid by the credit card companies would clearly
result in significant savings over the possible costs of not
recovering any of the unpaid debt owed them. These
companies would clearly realize substantial financial benefits
through their business relationship with you."
Although the fact that the IRS would support the theory espoused by Plaintiff in
this action was made public in that decision, the IRS did not and does not identify
the agency about which it wrote. This is because the IRS does not publish its
examinations and indeed preserves their confidentiality. Nor are IRS publications

of this sort part of the common knowledge of average consumers.
58. I n

sum, both equitable tolling and equitable estoppel apply to bar the
18
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defendants from relying on the statute of limitations to bar any of Plaintiffs' or the
class' claims prior to 2006 . Not only did Plaintiff actually and reasonably rely on
the defendants' conduct, concealments, and misrepresentations, the defendants'
misrepresentations and concealments of material fact were undertaken for an
improper purpose and with the defendants' actual and/or constructive knowledge

g
r
o
t.

of the deceptive nature of its conduct or, in the case of Capital One, the conduct of

b
e
B.
D EFE N D A N TS
D
f
O
1.
Ca ita l O ne Introduction ut
O National Association (" Capital
t(USA),
59. D e f endant Capital One Bank
e
t Gcredit cards, and is a subsidiary of Capital One
One" ) is a national bank thata
issues
le
Financial Corporation.
Capital One's principal place of business is 1680 Capital
c
i
t
r
One Drive,
McLean, Virginia. Capital One is incorporated in Delaware.
A
m60. C a p ital One is one of the largest issuers of credit cards in the United
o
r
F
its agent, InCharge.

States, as of December 2010, it was the fourth largest issuer of Visa® (" Visa" ) and
MasterCard® ("MasterCard") credit cards in the United States. Capital One
Financial Corporation's 2010 10-K (" Annual Report" ) reported loans outstanding
in the amount of 125.9 billion dollars and 2.3 billion dollars in income from its
credit card business. In or about June, 2011, Capital One announced that it has
agreed to purchase the U.S. credit card portfolio of London based HSBC Holdings
for 2.6 billion dollars. The HSBC acquisition will add approximately 30 billion
dollars in credit card loans to Capital One's portfolio.
61.

P e rsonal Chapter 7 bankruptcies were at all relevant times anathema

to Capital One because until recently they extinguished accounts receivable from
its card holders. For that reason, Capital One fought hard in Congress to push
through legislation to modify the bankruptcy laws to benefit itself at the expense
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of those of its customers who were least able to manage their unsecured debt. As
reflected in the Congressional Record:
The main lobbying forces for the bill-a coalition that included
Visa, MasterCard, the American Bankers Association, MBNA
America, Capital One, Citicorp, the Ford Motor Credit
Company and the General Motors Acceptance Corporation
spent more than $40 million in political fund-raising efforts and
many millions more on lobbying efforts since 1989.

g
r
o
t.

b
e
D
f
O(BAPCPA) (Pub.L. 109
Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of t
2005
u
tOCong Rec H 1993. On February 29,
8, 119 Stat. 23, enacted April 20, 2005), 151
e
G
2008, Capital One reported that:
"Throughout 2006, charge-offs remained at
t
a
e
historically low levels
following the change in bankruptcy legislation in the fourth
l
c
i
t
r
quarter of 2005."
A
m 62. S i m i larly, because a Capital One card holder bankruptcy extinguishes
o
r
F
Statement by Congresswoman Rosa L. DeLauro during debate on the Bankruptcy

some or all of a Capital One accounts receivable, Capital One at all relevant times
desired those of its card holders who were struggling with their debts and close to
bankruptcy to join DMPs, including those offered by co-defendant InCharge and
its predecessors.
63.

C a p ital One has been active in its support of the credit counseling

industry. For instance, Capital One joined with other creditors to sponsor the
"Help with my credit" website that directed consumers to credit counseling.
2.
64.

In C h ar e Introduction

D e f endant InCharge Debt Solutions is organized under the laws of

the state of Nevada as a purportedly tax-exempt and non-profit corporation. It has
its principal corporate headquarters and executive offices in Orlando, Florida. It
does business nationwide, including Virginia.
65.

D e spite being ostensibly a non-profit entity, InCharge spends millions
20
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of dollars annually on ads. For example, in 2009 InCharge spent $1,580,085 just
on Google alone, and paid another marketing firm $2,272,532. The company
previously did business as Concord Credit La Fundacion Hispana de Credito and
Profina Debt Solutions, Inc. In 2003, InCharge (Profina) spent $8,478,651.00 on
just its five (5) highest paid independent contractors, all on profit driven

g
r
o
name of InCharge Debt Solutions which shall be collectively referred t
to.herein as
b
e
"In Charge."
D
f
tOsuch fictitious names as:
66. I n C harge may have also operatedu
under
O on 2009 Form 990, Schedule R
t(listed
National Credit Counseling Services, Inc.
e
G as a corporation).
t
Part IV as a related organization
taxable
a
e
l
67. I n C
harge
is part of a corporate structure that once consisted of five
c
i
t
r
entities:A
(1) at the top of the structure was and is the parent company, InCharge
m
o
Institute; (2) Defendant InCharge Debt Solutions (formerly known as Profina and
r
F
advertising. Effective March 1, 2004, the businesses were consolidated under the

also formerly known as Concord Credit La Fundacion Hispana de Credito); (3)

Genus Credit Management Corp.; (4) InCharge Education Foundation and (5) Be
InCharge, Inc.
68.

G e nus, the sibling of Defendant InCharge, was identified by the

United States Senate's Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations as one of the
most abusive "credit counseling" companies in the nation. Its 501( c )(3) tax
exempt determination was revoked and it has gone out of business (after selling all
of its DMPs and distributing the proceeds of the sale to the other companies in its
family). A true and correct copy of the United States Senate, Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations, Committee on Governmental Affairs' Report:
"Profiteering in a Non-Profit Industry: Abusive Practices in Credit Counseling is

attached hereto as Exhibit "D".
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69.

W h i l e Genus was once the largest CCA in this family of companies,

that status has been passed on to Defendant InCharge.
70. B e I nCharge, Inc. was another wholly owned subsidiary of InCharge
Institute. This for-profit's primary activity was the marketing of the "Be InCharge
Club" which provided discounts from other companies for items such as hotel

g
r
o
.
program with memberships initially costing $159.00 in 2002. The membership
t
b
eOn information
benefits were provided free of charge to InCharge DMP clients.
D
f
O DMP customers used the
twhen
and belief, Be Incharge, Inc. received some benefit
u
tO
program's benefits.
e
G InCharge continues to pay large sums of
t
71. G e nus paid and
Defendant
a
e
l
money to the parent
company, InCharge Institute.
c
i
t
rD e f endant InCharge and its parent company share offices, and several
72.
A
m
o
officers and trustees. These companies transfer money among themselves at will.
r
F
stays, groceries and internet access. The Be InCharge Club was a fee based

While Genus was operating, it engaged in this practice as well.
73.

R a ther than pursuing a primarily charitable purpose, InCharge and its

parent company, InCharge Institute, have historically been focused on portfolio
growth, client retention and preservation of revenue stream by prevention of client
attrition.

74.

I n C harge charges or receives money for the performance of its

servicesbefore such services are fully performed.
V.

IN C H A R G E W A S A FALSE NON-PROFIT AND WAS NOT AN
ORGANIZATION DESCRIBED IN SECTION 501 c 3
A.

IN C H A R G E C L A I MS TO BE ANON-PROFIT T AX EXEMP T
ORG A N IZATION

75.

W h en InCharge signed Ms. King up as a customer, InCharge touted
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itself as a non-profit and tax-exempt entity whose purpose was to help consumers
who were struggling with debt.
76.

I n C harge has falsely and misleadingly held itself out and

misrepresented itself in writings and statements as a non-profit and/or tax-exempt
organization described in $ 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

g
r
o
.
Revenue Code in part to avoid coverage by the CROA and to meet creditor
t
b
e
imposed requirements for eligibility for "fair share" payments.
D
f
tO
78. A c c ording to its web site:
u
O
t
e
A Trusted Nonprofit Leader: InCharge is a trusted, reputable
G that has helped over a million
501(c)(3) nonprofit
organization
t
people like youa
repay a staggering $2.8 billion in debt.
e
l
c
79. rHtoiw ever, InCharge (1) has failed to operate as a true non-profit, and
A
(2)
has
had several substantial non-exempt purposes, including the collection of
m
o
Fr debts for banks and credit card companies such as Capital One.
77. I n Charge sought tax-exempt status under ) 501(c)(3) of the Internal

80. A t

all relevant times, InCharge has operated like a for-profit

organization, placing its own financial interests and those of the banks and credit
card companies it served above those of its financially struggling clients.
B.

IN C H A R G E M A K E S AND SPENDS MON E Y LIKE A FOR
PROFIT ORGA N IZATION

81.

I n C harge's management team has focused on InCharge's bottom line

and on driving the organization to be financially profitable. As reflected on
InCharge's Form 990 for the 2009 tax year, InCharge had revenues of
$23,859,784, and assets of $8,448,759 including $6,662,896 in publicly traded
securities. Excessive retained earnings such as these are contrary to non-profit
status.

82.

I n C harge has no volunteers.
23
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83.
84. A

I n C harge does not limit its services to a charitable class.
D M P is not an inherently charitable service.

85. InCharge hascharged consumers more money than itactually needed
to perform its DMP services for them.
86.

I n C harge's telephone "counseling sessions," such as the one with

g
r
o
t.

Plaintiff, were designed to qualify or disqualify a consumer for the purchase of a

b
e
87. A s a result of these practices, InCharge therefore
now holds millions
D
f
tOprices to benefit the
of dollars of retained earnings and has failed to reduce
u
tO to serve as a charitable
financially troubled consumer clientelee
it claims
G
t
organization.
a
e
l
88. F o r c
tax year 2009, InCharge had an excess of revenues over expenses
i
t
r It also paid its part-time officers, directors and trustees, $1,839,045
of $3,066,491.
A
m
o
in compensation directly and through related organizations. In 2009 alone
r
F
DMP, rather than to provide real financial counseling.

InCharge spent approximately $5.5 million dollars on advertising. In 2003,
InCharge spent over $8.4 million dollars on advertising.
89.

M o s t of InCharge's revenues come from DMP fees. InCharge had

$23,859,784 in revenues for tax year 2009, which consisted of $10,740,515 in
"contributions" from creditors like Capital One, $12,888,290 from "client
processing fees" and some investment income. InCharge did not have any
appreciable revenues from truly charitable donations and it did not actively solicit
any. InCharge did not use its excess of revenues over expenses to decrease the
cost of its credit counseling services to consumers or to the community, as it
should have done under its purported non-profit, charitable purpose. In fact, the
amount of retained earnings, officer and director salaries, and advertising expense
roughly matched the amount charged in fees to financially distressed consumers.
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90.

I n C harge knows this information should be disclosed to consumers

yet it intentionally withholds it because InCharge did not want consumers to
recognize its financial stake and that it was not serving as an "impartial
intermediary."
C.

IN CH A R G E MARKETS ITSELF AS ANON PROFIT TO GAIN

g
r
o
. and
91. I n C harge also promoted itself using claims that it was non-profit
t
b
e nature of
tax exempt. In marketing itself, InCharge often describes the
pervasive
D
f
O effects on
tdeleterious
consumer debt throughout American society, and
its
u
tOstatus as a basis upon which
consumers. It then presents its own non-profit
e
G
t
consumers should select InCharge
for assistance. For example, on its current
a
leUs" the introductory paragraph states:
website, under "About
c
i
t
r
A
InCharge® Debt Solutions (IDS) is a501(c)(3) nonprofit
m
o
organization offering confidential and professional credit
Fr
CONSUMER'S TRUST

counseling, debt management services and educational
initiatives promoting financial literacy nationwide. IDS is a
member of the Association of Independent Consumer Credit
Counseling Agencies as well as an A+-rated member of the
Better Business Bureau of Central Florida. We pride ourselves
in being one of the top nonprofit debt management companies
that offers solutions for consumers to get debt relief and
eliminate the stress caused by credit card and medical debts.

(Emphasis added). http: //www.incharge.org/about.aspx. Visited August 30, 2011.
In fact, InCharge has a section of its webpage devoted to tips for consumers on
how to find a CCA where it states:
So what should you look for first while considering Credit
Counseling? Well, at a bare minimum, you should look for a
non-profit, experienced credit counseling agency that can
provide personalized service, coupled with sound financial
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education to ensure a long-term solution to eliminating your
debt.
http: //www.incharge.org/Credit Counseling/Counseling/HowToChooseAgency.as
px Visited August 30, 2011. (Emphasis in original). Earlier versions of
InCharge's website contained other statements about its nonprofit status, for

g
r
o
t.

example, as of December 4, 2008 InCharge's website claimed that InCharge"Has

b
e
D
f
InCharge was a nonprofit, which it had not. InChargeO
merely received an
t
u
administrative grant of exempt status aftertfiling
O the proper form with the IRS.
e
G
http: //web.archive.org/web/20081204103241/http:
//www. incharge.org./
t
a
about.aspx Visited August
30, 2011. (Emphasis added.)
e
l
c
92. rI ntCiharge uses its non-profit status to mislead consumers in its
A
marketing
of its principal service product, its DMP program, to think that it is an
m
Froimpartial charitable organization that works on behalf of consumers to negotiate
received nonprofit status from the Internal Revenue Service under section

501 (c)(3) of the U.S. tax code," implying that the IRS actively determined that

with the consumer's creditors. For example, InCharge states the following about
its principal product, the DMP: "What kind of benefits can you get with a DMP?
D bt

I gp

id

k Ch

l ly

ith

Chk

lt
~

i t I

d

interest rates, and to have late and over-limit fees waived, all of which can lower
your total debt balance and to decrease the amount of time you' ll need to resolve it.
Additionally, once you start a DMP and begin making consistent, timely
payments, our credit score also im roves."(Emphasis added.) Even before
this time, when InCharge was operating under the name of Profina Debt Solutions,
it advertised the following on its website about the benefits of the DMPs it was
offering to consumers. "We' re a national, non-profit credit counseling

organization offering confidential debt management and educational programs to
help individuals get out of debt and achieve financial freedom. Profina's debt
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management program can: Help you become debt free and restore credit."
(Taken from Profina website as of February 2, 2001).
93. I n

addition, under the heavy influence of Capital One, the NFCC and

other creditors, InCharge has consistently failed to give consumers disinterested
advice concerning their rights in bankruptcy, and has instead steered them into

g
r
o
.
example, on its website, InCharge tells consumers the following abouttbankruptcy:
b
e
D
f
Don't go on the injured reserve list - avoid bankruptcy.
tO
Try to avoid bankruptcy if at all possible.
Those who file
u
O
bankruptcy will find it very difficult
t to obtain new credit, and
e
when they do it will probably
G be at much higher rates than
t
aA bankruptcy will typically stay on a credit
before they filed.
e
l
report
for a very long time, up to 10 years. And during that time,
c
i
t
will be seen by everyone from lenders to landlords to
ritemployers
A
— anyone who has access to your credit report.
m
Frohttp: //www.incharge.org/Blog/?tag /credit+counseling Visited August 30, 2011.
DMPs although in many cases a bankruptcy would have been better for them. For

=

InCharge fails to inform consumers that simply participating in a DMP can have a
similar impact on their credit score and report.
94.

I n C harge relies on its non-profit status to lull consumers into

accepting misleading descriptions of how it uses their fees. It states:
If you decide to participate in a Debt Management Program
(DMP), there are nominal fees to cover the costs of settmg up
and administering your program.
http: //www.incharge.org/faqs/faqs-using-incharge-services Visited Sept 2, 2011.
In fact this representation is false, misleading and deceptive, because InCharge
charges consumers more than is necessary to cover its costs.
D.

I N C H A R G K ' S DMP SERVICES ARK NOT CHARI TABL E
AND EXTEND PRIVATE BENEFIT TO CAPITAL ONE AND
OTHER CREDITORS
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95.

C a p ital One and InCharge entered into various financial relationships

with one another and were partners and/or joint venturers, and/or alter egos, and/or
agents, and/or aiders and abettors, with one another in performing the acts and
omissions alleged in this Complaint, and each was acting within the scope of such
relationship(s) with the full knowledge, permission, and/or consent of the other.

g
r
o
. tens
consumer debt for creditors like Capital One, and InCharge did in facttcollect
b
eincluded a
of millions of dollars of Capital One's debts under its DMPsD
that
f
tO
Capital One credit card account.
u
tO the terms under which it would
97. C a p ital One dictated to e
InCharge
G on an InCharge DMP.
tholders
grant benefits to one of its a
card
le DMP services also benefited Capital One by directing
98. I n C
harge's
c
i
t
r
consumers
who might bankrupt their debt to Capital One away from taking such
A
m
o
an action. Even if the consumer was only to hold off filing bankruptcy for a few
r
F
96.

I n C harge's DMP services were designed in principal to collect

months, that meant additional months of revenue for Capital One (and InCharge).
99.

I n C harge's services to Capital One were far cheaper for Capital One

than those of a traditional debt collector because a debt collector would contract
for a higher percentage of the collected amount than InCharge. Further, Capital
One could offset its cost of collections by the fact that its debtors (consumers like
Ms. King) were sharing in Capital One's collections costs since they were being
required to pay a fee to InCharge for the privilege of having their debts collected.
As once was said, "this should not seem a stiff fee to ride the goat when the rider
has the unique experience of being also the ridden."
100. InCharge throughout its existence has had regular contact with
Capital One and other creditors in an attempt to keep them happy and satisfied,
and to maintain the support, cooperation and partnership of Capital One and other
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creditors.
101. InCharge at all relevant times acquiesced in Capital One's and other
creditors' requests affecting its policies or practices.
E.

IN C H A R G K IS NOT A PUBLICLY SUPPORT ED CHA R I TY

102. InCharge performs a service for a fee. The monies it receives from its

g
r
o
t.

customers are fees and not charitable donations.

b
e
D
f
utO

103. A DMP is not an exempt function.

104. InCharge does not advise its customers that the fees they pay are tax
deductible contributions.

tO
e
G

t
a
ledebt collected.
direct percentagec
of the
i
t
r
106.
Virtually all of the income received by InCharge are fees for DMP
A
m
services (InCharge also has some investment income). As a result, InCharge does
o
r
F
10S. The "fairshare" that InCharge receives from creditorsare also fees

for collection of the creditors' unsecured debt. In fact, the "fair share" amount is a

not qualify as a publicly supported organization.
F.

I N C H A R G K D O E S NOT MEET THE STATUT O R Y
RK U I R KM ENTS FOR 501 C 3 S T A T U S

107. Plaintiff incorporates the allegations contained in paragraphs 1
through 106 as if set forth fully herein.
108. InCharge did not provide Plaintiff with any "credit counseling"
services tailored to her specific needs and circumstances.
109. Plaintiff was not informed by InCharge that any of InCharge's fees
could be waived. Instead, she was made to feel that the fees were mandatory.
InCharge does not implement a fee policy that allows consumers such as Plaintiff
to haveInCharge's fees waived.
110. On information and belief, InCharge has paid fees to others to obtain
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referrals of potential customers.
111. InCharge solicited fees ("contributions") from Plaintiff during their
initial discussion while InCharge was providing its initial "counseling" (sales

pitch).
112. InCharge solicits fees from consumers while the consumer is

g
r
o
. of
113. That at times since 2006, more than 20/0 of the voting power
t
b
e by
InCharge's governing board was vested in persons who were
employed
D
f
tO from InCharge's
InCharge or who benefited financially, directly or
indirectly,
u
tO
activities.
e
GInCharge's governing board was not
t
114. That at times since
2006,
a
e
l
controlled by persons
who represented the broad interests of the public such as
c
i
t
r or community leaders.
public officials
A
m 115. InCharge has collected and sent to creditors billions of dollars from
o
r
F
receiving services from InCharge.

consumers' payments on InCharge's DMPs. This amounts to more than an
insubstantial "private benefit" to creditors.
G.

TH E I R S HAS SOUGHT TO REUOKE INCHARGE'S 501 C 3
EXEMPTION

116. Plaintiff alleges on information and belief that the Internal Revenue
Service has examined the operations of InCharge as part of its Credit Counseling
Compliance Project, and Plaintiff further alleges on information and belief that the
IRS wrote an examination report as part of its audit of InCharge's practices.
117. Plaintiff is informed and believes and therefore alleges that the IRS's
report recommended revocation of InCharge's tax-exempt status.
118. Whether there are revocation proceedings currently pending against
InCharge or whether such proceedings were settled with InCharge agreeing with
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the IRS to adopt prospectively policies and procedures which, if implemented,
would bring it into compliance with the operational requirements of $ 501(c}(3) is
unknown to Plaintiff. However, Plaintiff continues to allege that when the legal
standard of $ 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code is measured against
InCharge's conduct, InCharge's conduct did not meet that standard during the

g
r
o
t.

times relevant here. Further, any IRS determination is neither dispositive nor

b
e
VI. CAPITAL ONE ENGA G E D DIRECTLY QR INDIRECTLY
IN ACTS
D
f
tOTHAT
PRACTICES AND A COURSE OF BUSINESS
u
tINOTHE NON-PROFIT TAX
CONSTITUTED OR RESULTED
e
G
E XEMPT FRA UDS a
OFtINCHAR G K
letimes herein, Capital One and its predecessors used a
119. At pertinent
c
i
t
r
variety A
of acts and practices and engaged in a course of business of promoting,
m
o
participating in, profit sharing in, and exercising control over the DMP businesses
r
F
binding on this Court.

of InCharge and other CCAs.
A.

C R E D I T O R - CO N T R O L L E D NFCC RE UI RKD ME M B E R S
TO BE NON-PROFITS

120. One indirect mechanism of control Capital One and other creditors
exercised over credit counseling agencies like InCharge was the board of the
NFCC (National Foundation for Credit Counseling}. The NFCC has claimed that
its mission is to set national standards for credit counseling, debt reduction
services and education, through its member credit counseling agencies.
121. Capital One had representatives on the governing board of the NFCC,
and were thereby able to exert indirect influence on the terms the CCAs offered.
122. InCharge recently joined the NFCC on or about June 30, 2011.
However, even before InCharge joined, the NFCC's policies influenced the terms
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of InCharge's DMPs.
B.

CA P I T AL ONE REFERRED DEBT LADEN CAPITAL ONE
C ARD HO L D E R S TO INCHA R G E

123. In many instances, consumers who were having trouble paying their
credit card debt would call Capital One seeking to negotiate their debt on their

g
r
o
. with
124. Although Capital One was fully able to provide its card holders
t
b
e and reaging of
the same interest rate reductions, reversal of late charges and
fees,
D
f
tOits DMPs, Capital One did
its accounts that InCharge provided indirectly through
u
ttoOconsumers, or even to negotiate with
not want to provide these benefits directly
e
G
them, but preferred to havea
ant
intermediary deal with its consumers for all the
le
reasons previously
stated.
c
i
t
r
125.
It is alleged on information and belief that Capital One, thus would
A
m
routinely refer many of its credit card customers directly to InCharge so that they
o
r
F
own behalf.

could enroll in InCharge's debt management plan.

126. Direct referrals of consumers who need or want a DMP (otherwise
known as "qualified" or "hot" leads) are an extremely valuable commodity in the
credit counseling industry. In return for a referral, a bank would typically pay a
lower "fair share" rate to a CCA. This sort of arrangement was common in the
"credit counseling" industry and if it existed between Capital One and InCharge
would be a further indicia of the control Capital One exercised over InCharge and
the closeness of their partnership.
127. On information and belief, it is further alleged that neither Capital
One nor InCharge reported this barter system of payment to the IRS.
128. Capital One also paid a percentage of the money InCharge collected
back to InCharge as "fair share" and such percentages were based on how closely
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InCharge adhered to Capital One's program guidelines. In short, there was a
strong incentive to comply.
129. On information and belief, during phone conversations in which
Capital One directed its customers to InCharge, Capital One did not inform its
customers that Capital One would be paying monies back to InCharge for its

g
r
o
.
believe that InCharge was not only a neutral third party community service
t
b
e
organization, but indeed that InCharge would advocate on the
consumer's
behalf.
D
f
tO
This was simply not true.
u
tOOne used InCharge to advocate
130. On information and belief,e
Capital
Gand regulatory agencies.
t
positions it favored before legislative
a
e
l
131. On information
and belief, Capital One used InCharge to test new
c
i
t
r on consumers.
bank products
A
m 132. Capital One provided InCharge the only products InCharge had to
o
r
F
efforts in collecting monies on its behalf. Capital One wanted its customers to

sell to consumers, like Plaintiff, who had a Capital One credit card.

133. For all of these reasons, Capital One is a "person" that has engaged,
directly or indirectly, in an act, practice or course of business that constituted or
resulted in the commission of, or an attempt to commit, the non-profit frauds or
deceptions in connection with the offer or sale of the services of a credit repair
organization, namely, InCharge.
VII. DEFENDAN T S ARE SUBJECT TO THE CREDIT REPAIR
ORGANIZATIONS ACT
134. Defendant InCharge is a "credit repair organization" within the

meaning of 15 U.S.C. $1679a(3).
135. Defendant InCharge, at all relevant times, used instrumentalities of
interstate commerce, including the Internet and/or the mails to sell, provide, or
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perform (or represent that they could or would sell, provide, or perform) services,
in return for the payment of money or other valuable consideration, for the express
or implied purpose of: (i) improving consumer's credit record, credit history, or
credit rating; and/or (ii) providing advice or assistance to any consumer with
regard to any activity or service described in clause (i).

A.

g
r
o
t.

DE F E N D A NT INCHARGE PERFORMED CREDIT REPAIR

b
e
136. An express or implied purpose of the DMP services
InCharge sold,
D
f
O
provided and performed in return for the payment
oftmoney, was to provide
u
O
assistance to consumers for the express
ortimplied purpose of improving the
e
G and credit rating.
t
consumers' credit record, credit
history
a
e
l
137. An express
or implied purpose of the DMP services InCharge sold,
c
i
t
r
provided
and performed in return for the payment of money, was to provide
A
m
o
assistance to consumers with regard to obtaining the re-aging of consumers' credit
r
F
SERVICES

accounts, and the elimination of certain fees such as late and over-the-limit fees
imposed by creditors.

138. InCharge actually administered DMPs for which one of the principal
benefits was the re-aging of accounts payable to creditors and the rolling back of
late and over-the-limit fees and or penalties imposed on those accounts. This
practice has a direct effect upon consumers' credit histories, credit records, and
credit ratings.
139. Defendant InCharge sold, provided, or performed (or represented that
it could or would sell, provide, or perform) in return for the payment of money or
other valuable consideration from its DMP clients, credit repair services as that
term is defined in the CROA.
140. On information and belief, defendant InCharge charges many of its
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customers a fee to obtain a credit report and used this credit report to provide
assistance to consumers for the purpose of advising and assisting and improving
the consumers' credit history, credit record or credit rating. InCharge also
obtained consumers' FICO scores for this same purpose.
141. The services described in the foregoing paragraphs were provided,

g
r
o
. regard
for the implied or express purpose of advising and assisting consumerstwith
b
e
to improving their credit records, credit histories, or credit ratings.
D
f
tO
B.
IN CH A R G E 'S CREDIT REPAIR
SERVICES
u
O
REPRESENTATIONS et
GDMP program as a credit repair service by
t
142. InCharge advertised
its
a
e
l
promoting its credit
repair benefits on its website:
c
i
t
r
A
m
Reduced monthly payments and interest rates
o
r
F
sold or performed (or represented that they could be sold, provided or performed)

Benefits of a DMP are:

•

Wa i ved late and over-the-limit fees

•

Re duced collection calls and letters
The convenience ofone monthly payment
Re-aging your account to bring it current

http: //www.incharge.org/our-services/debt-management-program. Accessed Sept
2., 2011. Re-aging of accounts, as stated, retrospectively removes negative items
on a consumers' credit report, i.e. it changes the consumer's credit history, which
in turn raises the consumer's credit rating.
143. Indeed, as previously stated, InCharge touted the ability of its DMPs
to improve credit. Attached as Exhibit "B", is an archived copy of InCharge's
website as of December 4, 2008 where InCharge stated that " [aj credit counseling
service can improve many aspects of your life. It can help you get out of debt
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faster and im rove our credit." (Emphasis added). Attached as Exhibit "C", is
an archived copy of InCharge's website as of July 20, 2010 where InCharge stated
that "once you start a DMP and begin making consistent, timely payments,your
credit score also im roves." (Emphasis added).
144. Prior to changing its name, InCharge did business as Profina. In

g
r
o
t.

2001, Profina's website stated that "Profina's debt management program can: Help

b
e
VIII. CLASS ALLEGATIONS
D
f
tO allegations as though
145. Plaintiff incorporates by reference all
preceding
u
tO
fully set forth herein.
e
G as a class action against Defendants
taction
146. Plaintiff bringsa
this
le
pursuant to Rulei23
of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
c
t
rInCharge, on information and belief, has had hundreds of thousands
147.
A
m
o
of DMP clients of which a substantial subset had Capital One accounts. As
r
F
you become debt free and restore credit." (Emphasis added).

previously alleged, InCharge used substantially identical representations in its
advertising about its services to lure in its DMP customers. InCharge further

uniformly failed to provide CROA-compliant contracts or pre-contract disclosures
to its customers.

148. Each of the clients for whom DMP accounts were established owed
money to credit card companies and banks like Capital One to an extent that their
monthlypayments were becoming unmanageable. In a search forhelp,each of
them entered into relationships with InCharge. InCharge made uniform
representations to all of these consumers that it was a non-profit and tax exempt
credit counseling organization and that it would act on the consumer's behalf to
"negotiate" with the consumer's creditors.
149. The members of the classes alleged herein are so numerous that
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joining the individual members is impracticable. Upon information and belief,
there are in excess of 200,000 persons that are members of the InCharge Class and
at least 30,000 members of the Capital One Class. The identities of Class
Members are readily discernable using information contained in records in the
possession or control of the Defendants. Those individuals defined as members of

g
r
o
t.

any of the above classes and not excluded therefrom shall be referred to

b
e
150. The questions of law and fact that are commonD
to the members of the
f
O
classes predominate over the questions affectingu
thetindividual members of the
tOthe common issues of law and fact
classes, including Plaintiff. More specifically,
e
G affecting individual members of the
t
that will predominate over the
questions
a
e
l
c
i
t
r
a.A Whe t her InCharge is a "credit repair organization" within the
m meaning of the CROA.
o
r
F
collectively hereafter as "Class Members."

classes are, inter alia:

b.

Whe t her more than an insubstantial part of InCharge's activities are
in furtherance of a non-exempt purpose. More particularly:
Does InCharge operate for the substantial non-exempt purpose
of conducting a commercial business?
ii.

Doe s InCharge's operations inure to the private benefit of any
InCharge executives and/or management?

iii.

D o t h e operations of InCharge serve to further the private
financial interests("private benefit") of Capital One and other
creditors?

Whether InCharge meets the organizational and operational tests for
being tax-exempt as described in 26 U.S.C. Section 501(c)(3);
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Whether InCharge meets the requirements for exemption set forth in
26 U.S. C. Section 501(q) for the time period during which that
statute has been in force.
Whether InCharge's public claims concerning its tax-exempt or non
profit statuses, and self-descriptions as a community service

g
r
o
statements in violation of 15 U.S.C. $1679b(a)(3) and (4)t
of.CROA;
b
e concerning
Whether InCharge's uniform claims to Class Members
D
f
tOthe Class Members'
how it would supposedly "negotiate"
with
u
tO
creditors and that it was acting
on behalf of the Class Member
e
G
t and/or misleading representations made in
constitute false,
deceptive
a
lewith the sale of credit repair services;
connection
c
i
t
r
Whether initial and monthly DMP fee payments to InCharge
A
m constitute payments in advance, charged in violation of 15 U.S.C.
o
r
F
$1679b(b) of CROA;
organization constitute unfair, misleading, deceptive and fraudulent

Whether InCharge was a partner, agents of, or joint venturer with
Capital One or its predecessors and/or other creditors in performing
the "services" it advertised;
Whether InCharge and Capital One and its predecessors or any of
them are "persons" within the meaning of the CROA:
Whether In Charge's actions, practices or courses of business
resulted in a fraud or an attempt to commit a fraud in connection with
the sale of a credit repair organization's services as defined in the
CROA;
Whether defendant InCharge violated fiduciary duties to its clients;
l.

Whether defendant InCharge violated 15 U.S.C. $$ 1679c — 1679e;

m.

whether the fraudulent acts of InCharge in connection with the sale
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of credit repair services were directly or even indirectly the result of
any actions, practices, or courses of business by Capital One.
151. The claims of Plaintiff are typical of the claims of the members of the
classes.
152. While the specific amounts of the fees paid by each of InCharge's

g
r
o
. that
the number of months they were on their DMP, and the number of accounts
t
b
e by each of
the customer entrusted to InCharge for servicing, the damages
suffered
D
f
the members of the classes will be calculable undert
aO
single formula, namely the
u
tO
amount of the total fees paid to InCharge.
e
Gby able counsel who will adequately represent
t
153. Plaintiff is represented
a
e
l
the classes of persons
alleged in this complaint. Plaintiff has no conflict with any
c
i
t
r
members
of the classes that would disqualify her from adequately serving as a
A
m
class representative and vigorously prosecuting this claim.
o
r
F
respective customers may differ depending upon the amount of their overall debt,

154. A class action is superior to other available means for the fair and

efficient prosecution of this action.
155. Certification of the class would allow litigation of claims that, in
view of the expense of litigation, may be insufficient in amount to support
individual actions. Individual Class Members are unlikely to be aware of their
rights and not in a position, by way of experience or financial means, to
commence individual litigation against the Defendants.
156. A class action will result in an orderly and expeditious administration
of the Class Members' claims and economies of time, effort and expense and
uniformity of decisions will be insured.
IX.

COU N T I: VIO L A T I O NS OF SECTION 1679b a 4 O F T HE CROA
AGAINST ALL DEFENDANTS
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157. The foregoing allegations are repeated and incorporated herein in
their entirety.
158. In violation of 15 U.S.C. $ 1679b(a)(4) of the CROA, Defendants
InCharge and Capital One engaged, directly or indirectly, in an act, practice, or
course of business that constituted or resulted in the commission of, or an attempt

g
r
o
t.

to commit, a fraud or deception on persons in connection with the offer or sale of

b
e
159. Defendant InCharge fraudulently misrepresented
itself and operated
D
f
ta O
as a false "non-profit" and sought and maintained
fraudulent tax-exempt status
u
O
under 26 U.S.C. ) 501(c)(3). It did soe
tot
market its services, to gain the trust of
G
t of the CROA.
consumers, and to evade the
coverage
a
le
160. InCharge
at no pertinent time operated in a manner consistent with its
c
i
t
r
A
m 161. InCharge by publishing and advertising its "non-profit" status and/or
o
r
F
the services of a credit repair organization.

non-profit status and/or its tax-exempt status.

t ax exempt status and making public statements to the effect that i t i s

a

"community service organization," while failing to operate in a manner consistent
with those statuses as alleged elsewhere herein, and in particular, by failing to
disclose that it was performing its services at a price far above cost, with the effect
of enriching itself and its employees; by misrepresenting that the "voluntary
contributions" it charged were based only on the cost of the services it performed;
by allowing Capital One's business goals and objectives to shape its policies and
to influence it not to exercise its independent judgment concerning consumers'
best interests as it formulated DMPs for consumers; by concealing and failing to
adequately disclose its taking of consumers' initial payments and doing so before
services were performed in violation of $ 1679b(b) of the CROA; and by failing to
m ake clear to c onsumers that i t

r e ceived payments from Capital One i n
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consideration for helping it to collect consumers' debts, all while acting as a
trusted independent counselor and fiduciary holding Plaintiff's and the members
of the classes' monies in trust, InCharge made misleading and untrue statements
about its services as a credit repair organization and undertook practices, and/or
courses of business that constituted or resulted in the commission of, or attempts

g
r
o
sale of the services of such credit repair organizations in violation of t
15.U.S.C. $
b
e liability is
1679b(a)(3) and $ 1679b(a)(4) and of the CROA. TheD
resulting
f
O $ 1679b(a)(4).
tunder
predicate for the liability of Defendant Capital One
u
tOits "non-profit" status and/or tax
162. By p ublishing and advertising
e
Gand making public statements that it was a
t
exempt status to all class members
a
e
l
"community service
organization," while failing to operate in a manner consistent
c
i
t
rstatuses as a l leged elsewhere herein; an d i n p a r t icular, by
with those
A
m
misrepresenting that the fees it charged were based upon the costs of the services
o
r
F
to commit, frauds or deceptions against consumers in connection with the offer or

it performed; by retaining tens of millions of dollars of earnings and failing to

lower its prices; by allowing Capital One's business goals and objectives to shape
its policies and to influence it not to exercise its independent judgment concerning
consumers' best interests as it f ormulated DMPs for consumers; by falsely
claiming that it would negotiate with Capital One on behalf of consumers; and
finally, by failing to make clear to Plaintiff and the members of the classes that it
received both referrals and payments from Capital One in consideration for
helping it to collect debts to Capital One and its predecessors, all while acting as a
trusted independent counselor and fiduciary holding the Plaintiff's and the
members of the classes' monies in trust, InCharge made material misleading and
untrue statements about its services as a credit repair organization to all members
of the classes and undertook acts, practices, and/or a course of b usiness that
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constituted or resulted in the commission of, or an attempt to commit, a fraud or
deception against consumers in connection with the offer or sale of the services of
a credit repair organizations in violation of 15 U .S.C. $ 1679b(a)(3) and $
1679b(a)(4) and of the CROA. Defendant Capital One is jointly and severally
liable with InCharge under ) 1679b(a)(4) for its violations.

g
r
o
t.

163. These violations were willful and made with full knowledge of their

b
e
D
f
InCharge, because as a "person" within the meaningtofO
15 U.S.C. ) 1679b, Capital
u
tof O
One engaged in practices, and/or courses
business that constituted or resulted in
e
Gcommit, by InCharge, frauds or deceptions
t
the commission of, or attempts
to
a
e
l
against consumers
in connection with the offer or sale of the services of credit
c
i
t
r in violation of 15 U.S.C. ) 1679b(a)(4).
repair organizations
A
m 165. Capital One's relevant practices and/or courses of business are
o
r
F
deceitful nature.

164. Defendant Capital One, is liable for the violations of the CROA by

detailed above and include without limitation: ( 1 ) providing InCharge with the
opportunity to advertise and extend to its DMP clients credit repair and other

benefits, such as the re-aging of Capital One accounts, the reduction of fees and
penalties, and the reduction of interest attributable to Capital One-issued cards;
(2) allowing or granting such benefits in exchange for receiving through InCharge
payments of principal and interest on the debts consumers owed to Capital One;
(3) using the promise or potential of fair share payments and the threat of cutting
them off as inducements for InCharge to modify its policies and practices to
conform to those desired by Capital One, and to cause these agencies to fail to
advise consumers using their independent judgment of the best interests of the
consumer; (4) using the promise or potential of fair share payments to cause
InCharge to organize as a non-profit and/or to seek determination of tax exempt
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status (even when it was not operating as a true non-profit ); (5) paying fair share
to InCharge without verifying or even investigating whether it actually operated
as non-profit and/or tax exempt organizations; (6) directly referring its credit card
customers to InCharge to join its DMP; (7) failing to establish and enforce
appropriate performance criteria relating t o

t h e o p erations and f i nancial

g
r
o
. calls
limitation failing to adequately review audits it required, and upon receiving
t
b
e
from its own card holders complaining about initial debt
management
plan
D
f
O
payments taken, failing to investigate f'urther u
andtcharging late fees; and (8)
tO
engaging in a frequent and long-standing
course of business of meeting with
e
G
tplans and strategies.
InCharge to discuss its business
a
landeClass Members have suffered damages in the amount of
166. Plaintiff
c
i
t
r
all feesA
charged by and paid to InCharge, as a result of the violations of the
m
o
CROA, all of which have been pervasive, persistent and longstanding.
r
F
performance of InCharge as its partners and collection agents, including without

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests on behalf of herself and all members of

the classes identified herein:

(a)

That for the benefit of the InCharge Class, this Court order that

InCharge is not entitled to rely on, or otherwise assert its administrative grant of
tax-exempt or non-profit status as a defense to any claim in this action;

(b)

That for the benefit of the InCharge and Capital One class, this Court

enter judgment against Capital One and InCharge, jointly and severally, in the
amount of all fees paid by Plaintiff and by each Class Member at any time to
InCharge;

(c)

As punitive damages, an amount equal to at least 90% of all retained

earnings in InCharge, or such other amount as the Court may deem appropriate; as
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punitive damages against Capital One, an amount equal to three times the actual
damages awarded or such other amount as the Court deems appropriate;

(d)

Accrued interest on Plaintiff s and Class Members' damages awarded

at the legal rate from the date of the filing of the original complaint herein;

(e)
(f)

Reasonable attorney's fees and costs as determined by the Court; and
All such o ther r elief a s

g
r
o
t.

t h e C ourt may d eem necessary and

b
e
X.
COUN T I I : V I O L A T I O NS OF THE CROA 15 U.S.C.
SECTION
D
f
O
1679b a 3 A G A I N ST INCHARGE ut
O
167. The foregoing allegations e
aret
repeated and incorporated herein in
G
t
their entirety.
a
e
l
168. In violation
of 15 U.S.C. f 1679b(a)(3) of the CROA, Defendant
c
i
t
InCharge,
ar
credit repair organization, made or used untrue or misleading
A
m
representations
of its services.
o
r
F
169. Defendant InCharge willfully made misrepresentations, and made
appropriate under the circumstances.

materially untrue or misleading representations of its services in that it claimed
that (1) it served as an impartial intermediary, negotiating with consumers'
creditors to establish reasonable and mutually acceptable repayment plans; and (2)
that its charges to consumers merely covered the costs of its services.
170. Defendant InCharge's violations of 15 U.S.C. ) 1679b(a)(3) were
willful and made with full knowledge of its deceitful nature. In addition,
Defendant's violations have been pervasive, persistent, and longstanding.
171. Additionally, Defendant InCharge makes and it uses
misrepresentations of InCharge's services by representing that InCharge is a non
profit 501(c)(3) tax-exempt entity.
WfWREFORE, Plaintiff requests on behalf of herself and all members of
the classes identified herein:
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(a)

That this Court enjoin InCharge from using the word "negotiate" in

its written materials or oral communications with consumers as a means to
describe it's communications with creditors, including Capital One, concerning
DMP proposals, when such proposals are in fact based on standard terms offered
by creditors;

(b)

g
r
o
t.

That judgment be entered against InCharge in the amount of all fees

b
e
(c)
D
f
earnings in InCharge, or such other amount as the Court
tOmay deem appropriate;
u
OClass Members' damages awarded
tand
(d) Accrued interest on Plaintiff's
e
Gfiling of the original complaint herein;
t
at the legal rate from the date
of
the
a
e
l
attorney's fees and costs as determined by the Court; and
(e) Reasonable
c
i
t
(f)ArAll such other relief as the Court may deem necessary and
m under the circumstances.
appropriate
o
r
F
paid to InCharge by each InCharge Class Member at any time;

As punitive damages, an amount equal to at least 90% of all retained

XI.

COU N T I I I : V IO L A T I O NS OF THE CROA 15 U.S.C. SECTION
1679b b AGAINST INCHARGE

172. The foregoing allegations are repeated and incorporated herein in
their entirety.
173. InCharge is a credit repair organization that charged and received
from Plaintiff and Class Members money for the performance of services which it
agreed to perform, before such services were fully performed.
174. Based on the facts alleged in this Count, InCharge has violated $
1679b(b) of the CROA, and Plaintiff and the Class Members have suffered
resulting damages in the amount of all up-front fees and all monthly service fees
charged by, and paid to, InCharge.
WIIEREFORE, Plaintiff requests on behalf of herself and all members of
the classes identified herein:
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(a)

That this Court enjoin InCharge from charging or receiving fees from

consumers prior to its full performance of the DMP services for which fees are
charged or received;

(b)

That judgment be entered against InCharge in the amount of all fees

paid to InCharge by each InCharge Class Member at any time;

g
r
o
.
earnings in InCharge, or such other amount as the Court may deem appropriate;
t
b
edamages awarded
(d) Accrued interest on Plaintiff s and Class Members'
D
f
tOcomplaint herein;
at the legal rate from the date of the filing of the original
u
tO
and
costs as determined by the Court; and
(e) Reasonable attorney's feese
Gthe Court may deem necessary and
t
as
(f) All such other relief
a
e
l
appropriate underc
the circumstances.
i
t
r
XII. CO
U NT IV: VIOLATIO NS OF THK CROA DISCLOSURE
A
mRK UI R KM EN T S OF 15U.S.C.SKCTIONS1679c a b d k, c and e
o
r
F
(c)

As punitive damages, an amount equal to at least 90% of all retained

AGAINST INCHARGK

17S. The foregoing allegations are repeated and incorporated herein in
their entirety.

176. In violation of 15 U.S.C. ) 1679c(a) and (b) of the CROA, InCharge
failed to provide Plaintiff and Class Members with a pre-agreement written
statement, separate from any written contract, describing their credit file rights in
the manner prescribed by the CROA, and disclosing, inter alia, that:
... You have a right to sue a credit repair organization
that violates the Credit Repair Organization gAct. This law
prohibits deceptive practices by credit repair
organizations.
You have the right to cancel your contract with any credit

repair organization for any reason within 3 business days
from the date you signed it.
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The Federal Trade Commission regulates credit bureaus
and credit repair organizations. For more information
contact:

The Public Reference Branch
Federal Trade Commission
Washington, D.C. 20580
177. InCharge also failed to maintain a signed statement from Plaintiff and

g
r
o
.
t
for 2 years, in violation of 15 U.S.C. ) 1679c(c)(1) and (2) of the CROA.
b
e a copy of the
D
178. InCharge failed to give plaintiffs and Class f
Members
tO
disclosure statement required under 15 U.S.C. $ u
1679e(c).
O
t
e
179. Based on the facts alleged
in this Count, InCharge has violated the
G
tMembers are entitled to recover all fees charged
a
CROA, and Plaintiff and Class
e
l
c
i
by and paid to
I n Charge. I n C harge's violations in this regard have been
t
r
A
pervasive,
persistent and longstanding.
m
Fro WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests on behalf of herself and all members of
the Class Members acknowledging receipt of the foregoing statement in their files

the classes identified herein:

(a)

That this Court order that InCharge issue the required written

statement to all consumers who were not provided with separate written notice of
the right to rescind the contract within three days;

(b)

That judgment be entered against InCharge in the amount of all fees

paid to InCharge by each InCharge Class Member at any time;

(c)

As punitive damages, an amount equal to at least 90% of all retained

earnings in InCharge, or such other amount as the Court may deem appropriate;

(d)

Accrued interest on Plaintiff s and Class Members' damages awarded

at the legal rate from the date of the filing of the original complaint herein;

(e)

Reasonable attorney's fees and costs as determined by the Court; and
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(f)

All such o ther r elief a s

th e C ourt may d eem necessary and

appropriate under the circumstances.
XIII. COUNT V: VIOLATIONS OF CROA 15 U.S.C. SECTION 1679d
AGAINST INCHARGE
180. The foregoing allegations are repeated and incorporated herein in

g
r
o
181. InCharge enrolled tens of thousands of individuals in DMP contracts.
.
t
b
erequired by
InCharge failed to provide consumers the contractual disclosures
D
f
CROA and set forth below.
tO
u
O $ 1679d(b)(2) to provide a full
182. InCharge was required bye
15t
U.S.C.
G to be performed by itself as a credit repair
and detailed description of the services
t
a
e
l
organization for the
consumer.
c
i
t
rWith respect to InCharge's own contracts, and with respect to
183.
A
m services performed as a credit repair organization under certain
InCharge's
o
r
F
their entirety.

predecessor contracts, such contracts failed, in violation of 15 U.S.C. $ 1679d of
the CROA, to:

(a)

Specify terms and conditions of payment, including the total amount

of all payments to the credit repair organization or any other person;

(b)

Contain a full and detailed description of the services to be

performed by the credit repair organization for the consumer, including all
guarantees of performance; and

(c)

Contain a conspicuous statement in bold face type, in immediate

proximity to the space reserved for the consumer's signature on the contract,
which reads as follows:
You may cancel this contract without penalty or
obligation at any time before midnight of the 3rd business
day after the date on which you signed the contract. See

the attached notice of cancellation form for an explanation

of this right.
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184. Because the form contracts used by InCharge do not provide the
information required by 15 U.S.C. ) 1679d, InCharge has violated the CROA, and
Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to recover all fees charged by and paid to
In Charge.

g
r
o
t.

WEiEREFORE, Plaintiff requests on behalf of herself and all members of

b
e
D
f
contracts to comply with the requirements of the CROA
tOand give appropriate
u
tOto be included in contracts, but
notice to class members of the matters required
e
G
which were omitted from thoset
contracts;
a
e
l
judgment be entered against InCharge in the amount of all fees
(b) Thatic
t
r by each InCharge Class Member at any time;
paid to InCharge
A
m(c) As punitive damages, an amount equal to at least 90% of all retained
o
r
F
the classes identified herein:

(a)

That this Court order that InCharge modify its standard form

earnings in InCharge, or such other amount as the Court may deem appropriate;

(d)

Accrued interest on Plaintiff's and Class Members' damages awarded

at the legal rate from the date of the filing of the original complaint herein;

(e)
(f)

Reasonable attorney's fees and costs as determined by the Court; and
All such other relief as the Court may deem necessary and

appropriate under the circumstances.
XIV. COUNT VI: VIOLATIO NS OF CROA 15 U.S.C. SECTION 1679e b
AGAINST INCHARGE
185. The foregoing allegations are repeated and incorporated herein in
their entirety.
186. In violation of 15 U.S.C. $ 1679e(b) of the CROA, InCharge failed
to accompany its contracts with Plaintiff and Class Members with a form, in
duplicate, which had the heading "Notice of Cancellation" and contained in bold
49
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face type the following statement:
You may cancel this contract, without any penalty or
obligation, at any time before midnight of the 3rd day
which begins after the date the contract is signed by you.
To cancel this contract, mail or deliver a signed, dated
copy of this cancellation notice, or any other written
notice to [name of credit repair organization] at [address
of credit repair organization] before midnight on [date]

[date]
[purchaser's signature]

g
r
o
t.

b
e
D
f
utO

I hereby cancel this transaction,

tO
e
G

187. Because InCharge failed to provide this Notice of Cancellation,

t
a
leby and paid to InCharge.
recover all fees charged
c
i
t
r
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests on behalf of herself and all members
A
m
o
of the classes identified herein:
r
F
InCharge has violated the CROA, and Plaintiff and Class Members are entitled to

(a)

That this Court order that InCharge disseminate appropriate notices

to all class members;

(b)

That judgment be entered against InCharge in the amount of all fees

paid to InCharge by each InCharge Class Member at any time;

(c)

As punitive damages, an amount equal to at least 90% of all retained

earnings in InCharge, or such other amount as the Court may deem appropriate;

(d)

Accrued interest on Plaintiff's and Class Members' damages awarded

at the legal rate from the date of the filing of the original complaint herein;

(e)
(f)

Reasonable attorney's fees and costs as determined by the Court; and
All such other relief as the Court may deem necessary and

appropriate under the circumstances.
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XV. COU NT VII: VIOLATION OF THE FAIR DEBT COLLEC T I ON
PRACTICES ACT AGAINST INCHARGE
188. The foregoing allegations are repeated and incorporated herein in
their entirety.
189. InCharge uses instrumentalities of interstate commerce and the mails

g
r
o
190. InCharge regularly collects or attempts to collect, directly or.
t
b
e
indirectly, debts owed or due or asserted to be owed or due another.
D
f
O the meaning of 15
191. Defendant InCharge is a debt collector t
within
u
U.S.C. $ 1692a.
tO
e
Gbona fide consumer credit counseling to
192. InCharge did not provide
t
a
e
l
Plaintiff. In fact, InCharge
provided no "counseling" to Plaintiff.
c
i
t
rInCharge is not a true nonprofit organization.
193.
A
m 194. InCharge failed to disclose in its initial written communication with
o
r
F
in a business the principal purpose of which is the collection of debts.

Plaintiff and other consumers (and, in addition, when the initial communication

with the consumers was oral, in that initial oral communication ) that it was a debt
collector attempting to collect a debt and that any information obtained would be
used for that purpose.
195. InCharge failed to disclose to Plaintiff and other consumers in
subsequent communications that the communications were from a debt collector,
in violation of 15 U.S.C. $ 1692e(11).
196. Defendant InCharge, by promoting itself to the public in its
advertising as a 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization made false representations and
implications that as a debt collector it was vouched for, or affiliated with, the
United States government, in violation of 15 U.S.C. $ 1692e.
197. InCharge, by holding itself out as a 501(c)(3) non-profit,
misrepresented that it was not a commercial enterprise, designed to profit from its
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customers, including Plaintiff and the putative classes.
198. InCharge as a debt collector misrepresented its services by
representing that it "negotiates" on the consumers' behalf in violation of 15 U. S.

C. $ 1692e.
199. InCharge's noncompliance with the FDCPA was intentional.

g
r
o
t.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff requests on behalf of herself and all members of

b
e
(a) Actual damages according to proof;
D
f
tO
(b) Punitive damages;
u
O is a debt collector subject to
tInCharge
that
(c) That this Court determinee
G
t
the Fair Debt Collection Practices
Act and that it violated that Act;
a
e
thislCourt find that the noncompliance of InCharge was
(d) Thatic
t
r
frequent,
persistent and egregious in nature;
A
m (e) That this Court award judgment for each Plaintiff in the amount
o
r
F
the classes identified herein:

allowed by 15 U.S.C. $ 1692k(a)(2)(B);

(f)

That this Court award judgment in favor of all other Class Members

in the amount of $500,000.00 or 1% of the net worth of InCharge, whichever is
less;

(g)

That this Court award Plaintiff and the class reasonable attorneys'

fees and all costs expended in this action along with such other general and
further relief that this court may deem appropriate.
XVI. COUNT VIII: VIO LA TION OF GEORGIA'S DEBT AD JUSTING
A CT AGAINST INCHA R G E
200. The foregoing allegations are repeated and incorporated herein in
their entirety.

201. InCharge is engaged in "debt adjusting" as that term is defined in the
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Georgia Debt Adjusting Act. Georgia Code Section 18-5-1.
202. That section 18-5-3.2(a) of the Code of Georgia requires that any
person engaged in the business of debt adjusting shall disburse to creditors all
funds received from a debtor within 30 days of receipt of such funds.
203. That InCharge electronically debited Plaintiff's bank account each

g
r
o
204. That InCharge failed to disburse Plaintiff's funds each month
. within
t
b
e
30 days of receipt.
D
f
O late and often did
205. That InCharge routinely paid Plaintiff'stcreditors
u
tO60 days after receipt.
not disburse funds to Plaintiff s creditors
until
e
Gdelinquent disbursements, Plaintiff and
t
206. As a result of InCharge's
a
e
l
other Georgia residents
using InCharge's services endured late fees and other
c
i
t
rpenalties.
unwarranted
A
m 207. Failing to pay creditors in a timely manner was also a systemic
o
r
F
month.

problem at Genus Credit Management Corp., InCharge's sibling company. This
was to be expected since InCharge and Genus shared computer systems while
Genus was still in business.
208. On information and belief, InCharge violated the Georgia Debt
Adjusting Act in the same manner with all other Georgia residents.

209. That the Georgia Debt Adjusting Act declares that anyone violating
section 18-5-3.2(a) of this Act "shall further be liable to the debtor in an amount
equal to the total of all fees, charges, or contributions paid by the debtor plus

$5,000.00." Georgia Code Section 18-5-4(b)(2).
210. That violation of the Georgia Debt Adjusting Act is a crime. Georgia
Code Section 18-5-4(a).
211. InCharge is guilty of a crime for violating the Georgia Debt
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Adjusting Act.
212. That in addition to all fees received from Plaintiff and other Georgia
residents, InCharge, while engaging in criminal activity, has unjustly and illegally
enriched itself by receiving collection fees ("fair share") from Capital One.
213. These "fair share" payments should be disgorged.

g
r
o
t.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff respectfully requests on behalf of herself and all

b
e
the
Georgia Debt
(a) That for each violation of section 18-5-3.2 of f
D
tO
Adjusting Act by InCharge, that Plaintiff and theu
class
she represents be awarded
O
tfees, and contributions paid to
judgment in an amount equal to all charges,
e
t G for each violation;
InCharge, plus an additionala
$5,000.00
e enter an order directing InCharge to disgorge all
lCourt
(b) Thatithe
c
t
r
monies A
it received as "fair share" and awarding Plaintiff and the class she
m
o
represents a judgment for this amount;
r
F
other Georgia residents who are members of the Georgia sub-class:

(c)

An award of attorneys' fees and costs as determined by the Court,

(d)

All other further and general relief that this Court deems appropriate.

and,

XVII. COUNT IX: VIOLATION OF FLORIDA CODE SECTION 817.801 et.
se . AGAINST INCHARGE
214. The foregoing allegations are repeated and incorporated herein in
their entirety.

215. That InCharge has its principal office in Florida and is required to
comply with the laws of Florida.
216. That Fla. Stat. Ch. 817.805 requires that persons engaged in debt
management or credit counseling services shall disburse to the appropriate
creditor all funds received from a debtor (less any permitted fees) within 30 days
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after receipt of such funds.
217. That InCharge failed to disburse Plaintiff's funds within the time
allowed by Florida law.
218. That InCharge treats all of its customers the same as Plaintiff in that
it frequently fails to disburse funds within 30 days as required by the law.

g
r
o
t.

219. That InCharge is guilty of a felony for its failure to properly handle

b
e
D
f
tO fees and costs for
amounts they paid to InCharge, plus reasonable attorneys'
u
tO
InCharge's violations. Fla. Stat. Ch. 817.806.
e
G
t
221. That in addition
to
all
fees received from Plaintiff and the classes she
a
e engaging in felonious criminal activity, has unjustly
lwhile
represents, InCharge,
c
i
t
r
enriched
itself
by receiving collection fees ("fair share") from Capital One.
A
m WI-IEREFORE, Plaintiff requests on behalf of herself and all persons
o
r
F similarly situated
Plaintiff s and the Classes' money. Fla. Stat. Ch. 817.806.

220. That Plaintiff and the class she represents are entitled to recover all

(a)

A judgment against InCharge in the amount of all fees and monies

paid to InCharge;

(b)

A Court Order directing InCharge to disgorge all monies it received

as "fair share" and awarding a judgment to Plaintiff and the classes for this
amount;

(c)
(d)

An award of costs and attorneys' fees; and
All other further and general relief that this Court deems appropriate.
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Respectfully Submitted,
Lori King, on behalf of herself and all other
similarly situated persons

g
r
o
t.

By

b
e
D
f
utO

Gregory S.
ca n( V SB ¹ 26692)
LAW OFFICE OF GREG O R Y S.DUNCAN
412 East Jefferson Street
Charlottesville, Virginia 22902
gregdun@ntelos.net
Tel.: (434) 979-8556! Fax: (434) 979-9766

tO
e
G

t
a
le Niall P. McCarthy
c
i
t
Anne Marie Murphy
r
A
COTCHETT, PITRE ChMcCARTHY, LLP
m
840 Malcolm Road
o
r
F
Burlingame, California 94010
nmccarthy@cpmlegal.corn
amurphy@cpmlegal.corn

Tel.: (650) 697-6000/Fax: (650) 692-3606

David J. Vendler
MORRIS POLICH dkPURDY, LLP
1055 West Seventh Street, 24' Floor

Los Angeles, California 90017
DVendler@mpplaw.corn

Tel.: (213) 891-9100 / Fax: (213) 488-1178

Garrett M. Smith (VSB ¹ 34162)
GARR ETT M. SMITH, PLLC
P.O. Box 1741
Charlottesville, Virginia 22902
gsmith@garrettsmithlaw.corn
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Tel.: (434) 960-7775
Attorneys for Plaintiff Lori King, on behalf of
herself and all other persons similarly situated.

g
r
o
t.

t
a
le
c
i
t
r
A
m
o
r
F

b
e
D
f
utO

tO
e
G
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